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About This Game

Dream Dealer is a first person exploration game were you take your dream and start a long journey between worlds.

You'll never know if what you see is real, or if you are in trance.

An experimental game made to delight your sensory system.

Surreal game inspirate in titles like: The Stanley Parable, Dear Esther or Mind: Path to Thalamus were the principal objective is
to show what mind isn't able to imagine.

It is also a Puzzle game that throws you into a fantastic and surreal environment were your dreams will be difficult to control.

The story is explained by inner thoughts that will guide you through your dreams.

Sometimes they will try to confuse and deceive you...

This game can be described in this words: Walking Simulator, Indie, Short, Atmospheric, Casual Story, Abstract, Adventure,
Singleplayer , Mystery, Experimental, Interactive Fiction, Horror, Psychological, Relaxing and Fantasy.

Germany:

Dream Dealer ist ein Erkundungsspiel aus der Egoperspektive, welches dich durch deinen eigenen Traum leitet und zu einer
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zwischenweltlichen Entdeckungsreise einlädt.

Dabei wirst du nie genau wissen, ob das Erlebte real ist oder du dich in Trance befindest.

Ein experimentelles Spiel, das deine Wahrnehmungen beeinflusst und deine Reflexe auf die Probe stellt.

Ein surreales Spiel, welches unter anderem von: The Stanley Parable, Dear Esther oder Mind: Path to Thalamus inspiriert wurde
und unbekannte Bereiche des menschlichen Geistes erforscht.

Außerdem beinhaltet es einige Puzzles, die dich in eine phantastische und surreale Umgebung entführen. Dahin, wo Träume nur
schwer kontrollierbar sind.

Die Story setzt sich aus tiefen Gedanken und Gefühlen zusammen - sie werden dich durch deine zahlreichen Träume leiten.

Manchmal werden sie versuchen dich zu verwirren oder zu täuschen...

Dream Dealer kann mit den folgenden Worten beschrieben werden: Walking Simulator, Indie, Kurz, Atmosphärisch, Casual
Story, Abstrakt, Abenteuer, Singleplayer, Mystisch, Experimental, Interaktive Fiktion, Horror, Psychologisch, Entspannung und

Fantasie.
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Title: Dream Dealer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Eternity Studios
Publisher:
Eternity Studios
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2016
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Absolutely ♥♥♥♥ing mental. I use my kitchen for my rift area since it's pretty big, so i'm able to run around a bit and jump
dodge, slide around etc. Always loved anything that involves swords and although this game has its flaws I'd say the pros far
outweight the cons. You'll need a lot of stamina and a cooling system in your home to play this for an extended amount of time,
however. I literally sweat buckets after a couple survival modes getting to around 45 enemies killed in each.

WAB!. This game offers a great Forward Command Post experience for students and fans of army tactics and WWII. As
advertised, it is indeed unique in the sense that it is real time and fluid, not turn based using hexes. And it's free to play a couple
of battles to give you feel for what it is really about before - after which you may choose to purchase some of the historically
inspired scenarios.

As indicated, this game is not for everyone. You'll need some fundamental knowledge about tactics and how different units are
correctly employed. If you don't, you will probably find this incredibly boring or outright frustrating.

The game does not offer much of an audio-visual experience, unfortunately. In that regard it is truly the command post
experience where you spend hours looking at units on a map while listening to radio chatter and hearing firing and explosions
from the distant frontline.

The AI can be really dumb sometimes and you'll be cursing your subordinate HQs for being too slow or for deploying their units
the wrong way. The positive spin on this is that these frustrations, again, add to the command post experience where,
particularly in WWII, it would have taken hours for new orders to get communicated all the way down to the lowest levels. That
said, subordinate HQs will often deploy their units in all sorts of strange ways and not according to their own field manuals. You
will therefore find that you often have to micromanage units beyond what would have been realistic in order to achieve your
objectives.

Anyway, game is free to try, so why not?. Beyond the nostalgia factor, the idea of a one button platformer with game boy
esthetic is cool. it's a bit strange to have a character who can only jump and move forward automatically it can be hard to
manage, the timing must be really tight and the gameplay goes in that way. It's a curious mix between kirby and super meat boy.
I recommand it.. Yes the game is a grind, as many RPG's are. However the complexity of the grinding and using the various
skills and improving them afterward is an ongoing reward for the work. Where I think this game differs from most RPG's even
at this early stage is in the depth of the skill/craft progression, an attribute the developer shows every sign of continuing. It takes
many hours of working on wood, stone, bone, hide, brushworking skills to rightfully feel I've earnt the crafts that are available
already and I'm very much looking forward to seeing where he takes the game further. Hunting and fishing skills improve with
use, "Yahoo, I can one shot a wolf with a sling now", and it feels satisfying to know that I can now make a fire in one try nearly
every time, its not so easy at first. Add to that a very large world to explore.

  In short this is very good, relaxed and varied "grind" with appropriate rewards thats already good for an enjoyable few days
play. The developer listens, is very dedicated and I am very sure this game will only get better.. Apparently I bought this game.
Really?. Poorly designed and lackluster compared to the first one.. No games ever show up and nobody ever joins my game.
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Maybe it's just me, but I feel this game is very underrated just like the first one and deserves another look at by the community
if for no other reason then just the soundtrack alone is brilliant, and if I remember correctly consists of music that is similar to
the style of the parody of the musician you are currently dueling. (Spoiler!: look out for the smooth criminal in Hollywood) The
artwork seems to have been improved as well in this version, but the same cheesy humor that is prevalent in the first game is still
here and has only been enhanced. This whole style of dialogue is reminiscient of monkey island, which if you haven't guessed
yet is one of my favorites. Don't buy this game for it's gameplay value unless you really enjoy Rhythm based games such as
guitar hero or Dance dance revolution-esque gaming. However if you appreciate both visual and auditory art then i would
recommend shelling out a few dollars for this lesser-known masterpiece.. ahah I love how badass this prest can be!!
graphism are just ok but story is pretty nice, I'll try the book after the game ;)
I'm a big riddles fan and the 3 or 4 last puzzles are tricky but I loved them
a classic adventures game with no special gameplay but Latin sub are a pretty fun feature!. I just thought I was getting a puzzle
game that was on sale. But I was pleasantly surprised with a very cheep sale price got 60 hours out of the game, and could still
play, there are alot of fun Achievements except the last two they were hard but I did it!! so you are solving a jigsaw puzzle with
zombie pictures which is cool by itself, but to make it more fun the pieces are floating around the room you have to grab them
as you need them which is a little bit of a challenge, and for more fun there are zombies at the bottom of the screen that are
trying to eat your brains, you have to shoot them, but the challenge doesn't stop there, see you have to buy bullets, but to get the
money you have to build the puzzle. There are also other things you can buy, bombs, walls, grenades.. This is a game I played all
the time in the 90's. It's old style and turn based strategy game involving war, economy and overall management. I really like
playing this game and still play it often. This is my most favorite computer game.

My personal varient of this game: Play against 4 other AI players and keep them alive (barely) and take all other territories. Best
to keep enemies separated by your territories to keep them from killing each other. It's hard to do and usually some player gets
eliminated early in the game. I build my assets and weapons to a designated level (say like 8,00,000 dollars, 8000 weapons each
and 80,000 crops each). Once this is done, then the game is over and I consider that I've "won."

After all the times I've won this game, this varient goal keeps the game interesting for me.. Wow this game is absolutly
wonderful. The controls take a little while to understand but once you have them the game play reminds me of Halo! I was
having fun the entire time I was playing and this is automatically going into my top of my favorite games! The only suggestion I
would have is to try to make the level creation a little easier to understand. This was is going to be huge though! Great job devs
you guys have something really amazing here!. Anyone know the buttons?. Good for trading cards i paly litlle game game is not
bad but i not love race stunt game but control is god i like this
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